
Day 5: Stokmarnes-Sortland-Risohamn-Harstad–Finnsnes–Tromso–Skjervoy. 19 July 2013 

Note: There was a heat wave in the UK with London recording 32.5 Celsius. 

There was a whale watching boat trip. The catch was that you had to get up at 03:45 to drive 

to the boat. The tour launched from the port of Risoyhamn and recovered to Finnsnes. I had 

to wonder what they would do if the boat had a problem and failed to catch up to the 

Nordkapp. 

The coast drops dramatically to a depth of two kilometres. The resident 35 ton whales dive 

down to catch squid. The local tour operators use sonar to watch the whales so they can 

position their boats properly. 

I woke up at 06:00 for no obvious reason. We were to dock at Harstad, located on the 

largest island called Hinnoya. Suitably showered, shaved and attired I went ashore at 06:45 

hrs. I had the place to myself. I took Nana and Nanook with me and we soon found an 

incongruous British Post Office red telephone booth. Then we took a photo of a WW2 

British sea mine. I walked to the Kulturhuser at the opposite side of the bay, right beside the 

Hotel Arcticus. 

On way back I took a photo of a big bronze walrus and some bright flowers. The sky could 

best be described as leaden, but it was not raining. 

Norwegian northern architecture is very utilitarian and done in various shades of grey. It 

has no ornamentation or colour. It looks so angular and uninteresting. 

I got back to the ship 15 minutes before the sailing time of 08:00 hrs. I went up to the top 

deck only to discover that the Hurtigruten MS Kong Harald had slipped in behind us and 

was busy loading day trippers. 

Harstad is on the biggest island named Hinnoya. 

At 10:30 a fifteen minute movie on Tromso was shown in the Amundsen lecture room, from 

which I cribbed some notes as reported below. 

At 11:15 we dropped in for a half hour call at Finnsnes. It was pouring rain. I was going to try 

out my new Hurtigruten Sou’wester but abandoned that plan as I needed to protect the 



camera. It would be hard to get lost in this hamlet. I took a few photos to try to capture the 

local colour. Of note were the fireweeds – exactly the same as the flower pictured on the flag 

of the Yukon. 

A couple of kilometres north of Finnsnes we passed under a modern bridge dating from 

1972. It joins mainland Finnsnes to Norway’s second largest island. The bridge deck is 40 

metres above the water, so we had room to spare. 

While the Brits are suffering heat stroke, for five days we have been unable to catch a decent 

day. The high pressure centre over the UK must be trapping the low pressure cell over 

Norway. 

I wanted to take a photo of a painting in the forward lounge that was illuminated with 

sodium lights. I could not get the correct colour balance. I suddenly realized that the white 

face cloth I was using to dry the water on the lens filter was exactly what I needed to 

calibrate a custom light balance. It worked like a charm. 

I decided to try my MP3 radio player to get some local music. I got more than I bargained 

for when I tuned in 92.8 FM which was identified as NRK SAMI. While I could not 

understand one Sami word the announcer uttered, I did enjoy the song by Buffie Sainte 

Marie. 

The Sami are the indigenous Laplanders with the iconic reindeer ( domesticated caribou). It 

all gave a good indicator that we were now in the real north. The GPS indicated 69 degrees 

32 minutes north. 

This northern area opened up about 200 years ago. At first Hammerfest drew attention, but 

then the focus shifted to Tromso. It became the Gateway to the Arctic. Hunting expeditions 

were mounted to the islands of Svalbard to the northwest. By the 1860s there were 100 

sailing vessels centred on Tromso. Some of the activity involved trade with the Russians in 

the Murmansk area. 

Later Norwegian parties, copying the Russians, began to overwinter in Svalbard. One hunter 

bagged 713 polar bears. 



Small sailing vessels with ten to twelve crew would sail out to hunt walrus, seals and polar 

bears. If the pickings were slim, they would go after whitefish, cod and eider ducks. The 

small ships would launch even smaller deck boats for the actual hunting. It was not until 

1863 that a Norwegian captain made the first circumnavigation of the Svalbard islands. 

In 1926 Roald Amundsen flew in the Italian airship, named Norge, over the North Pole to 

Alaska. In 1928, he lost his life when on a rescue mission searching for the airship Italia. The 

flying boat he was travelling in crashed into the Barents Sea. 

Tromso has a population of 70,000 people. It is the polar capital of Norway and boasts the 

Arctic Cathedral. It is also the base from which Arctic expeditions are launched. Roald 

Amundsen sourced crews and supplies from Tromso. The University of Tromso is the most 

northern in the world and is a leader in polar research. 

The more athletic had the option of a sea kayaking adventure out of Tromso, which must 

have been great fun in the rain. It is so hard to book excursions in a maritime climate! 

We pulled in at 14:30 for a longer four hour stay. The sky was pitch black so I made sure I 

had an umbrella and did not stray too far. I was also dressed in four layers as it was a tad 

cool. I had earlier been tempted to visit the Arctic Cathedral, but it was a two kilometre walk 

one way, half of it being over the bay suspension bridge – if it rained I would be quite 

exposed. So I stuck to town. 

The first thing I noticed was that a lot of the buildings were made of wood. As well, these 

wooden buildings had some character and colour. There were a lot of light-skinned blacks 

on the streets. Judging from their fine features I think they were Ethiopians or Somalis. 

They might have been students at the local university. Unfortunately, there were also several 

Sami women sitting at intersections with their begging cups. 

At one point Bucky spotted a reindeer outside a bookstore and he just had to get his photo 

taken mounted on the poor beast. 

In one sports store I spotted a bicycle with big fat tundra tires – the first I have ever seen. I 

searched several stores looking for trolls, but the town just was not enough of a tourist trap. 

However, I could have bought a Bob Marley skateboard. 



Norwegians are large people and many of the women tower over me. 

About 16:45 it started to rain – I gave up and marched back to the ship. In over two hours I 

walked almost four kilometres and had visited about twenty stores trying to boost the local 

economy. 

I really miss the afternoon tea that tempted us each day of the winter cruise on Voyager. A 

scone, some clotted cream and a splash of strawberry jam would be most welcome with a 

cup of Red Bush tea. 

The evening meal started with ruccula salad with grilled cured ham, trout and asparagus. 

The main was rack of lamb with gremolata served with toasted pumpkin, sweet potato, 

roasted vegetable terrine and rosemary. It ended with ice parfait flavoured with cone flakes 

and chocolate chips. My two Aussie shipmates and I rated this as the best meal to date. The 

lamb was superb. 

Our last port of call this day was Skjervoy, at seventy degrees north. I recorded the tiny town 

with its backdrop of snowy mountains. At 22:30 it was a thirty minute stop. I saw a really 

neat bit of line handling. When we arrived there was only one man to handle the lines – but 

he had a small forklift. He deftly received the shot line and put the first hawser around the 

bollard. Then he scampered to his forklift and dashed to the next line. He had all four lines 

secured faster than a team of four. Bet there is no dockers union up here! 

Then we went out into a stretch of open sea called Lopphavet. As luck would have it, I 

missed all the rock and roll having been taken by the sleep monster. 
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